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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the effective implementation of the Fourier-finite-element method,

which combines the approximating Fourier and the finite-element methods, for treating the De-

richlet problem for the Lam.6 equations in axisymmetric domains f2 C R 3 with conical vertices

and reentrant edges. The partial Fourier decomposition reduces the three-dimensional boundary

value problem to an infinite sequence of decoupled two-dimensional boundary value problems on

the plane meridian domain Q,, C R2+ of f2 with solutions u,,, (n = 0, 1, 2, being the Fourier

coefficients of the solution fi of the 3D problem. The asymptotic behavior of the Fourier coef-

ficients near the angular points of 9,, is described by appropriate singular vector-functions and

treated numerically by linear finite elements on locally graded meshes. For the right-hand side

function � E (L2 (f2))3 it is proved that with appropriate mesh grading the rate of convergence

of the combined approximations in (W2(!�))3 is of the order 0(h + N-1), where h and N are

the parameters of the finite-element and Fourier approximations, respectively, with h -� 0 and

N -+ oo.
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I Introduction

The finite-element method (FEM) has proved to be the most efficient and flexible numerical

method for treating elliptic boundary value problems in physics and engineering cf. [5 9 20, 301).

However, the application of the FEM for treating three-dimensional boundary value problems,

particularly in the theory of elasticity, requires the discretization of complex structures and the

solution of very large systems of equations for which the cost, despite the advances in computa-

tional possibilities, may still be high. It is therefore still worthwhile to investigate approaches

which simplify the solution process of three-dimensional problems, reduce the cost or admit an

effective parallelization.

The Fourier-finite-element method (FFEM) is often applied in physics and engineering to

elliptic boundary value problems in three-dimensional axisymmetric domains with nonaxisym-

metric data cf. [5 7 8, 30]). The underlining principle is the application of partial Fourier

approximation (truncated partial Fourier series) with respect to the rotational angle for dimen-

sion reduction, as first step, and as second step, the discretization of a finite number of the

reduced problems in the plane meridian domain of �2 by finite-element method.

The FFEM provides several advantages. The approximation of the boundary value prob-

lem in three dimensions is reduced to the approximation of a finite number of boundary value

problems in two dimensions, where standard tools for pre- and post-processing are readily avail-

able. In the case of the Lam6 operator, the 2D problems are decoupled and can be solved in

parallel. urthermore, some important physical futures such as the three-dimensional stress

distributions near singular boundary points can be estimated by truncated Fourier series, with

coefficients being the stress intensity factors of the corresponding singular vector-functions in

two dimensions.

In papers of the engineering literature on FFEM for boundary value problems in the theory

of elasticity cf. [5, 11, 29]) one finds mainly the practical implementation and experimental

demonstrations of the method. Much less work has been done to give the necessary mathematical

framework for the method for treating the Lam6 equations. However, some advances have been

made in the papers 23 - 26].

In this paper we are mainly concerned with error estimates and convergence analysis of the

FFEM applied to the Derichlet problem for the Lam6 equations in three-dimensional axisym-

metric domains with conical vertices and reentrant edges. It is well known that error estimates

of the classical FEM for elliptic problems with boundary singularities show a lower rate of

convergence than for problems on smooth domains. However, the optimal accuracy can be re-

gained if appropriate graded mesh refinement near the singular boundary points is employed,

see e.g., 2 3 4 12, 16, 28] for related works. In this paper we describe the solutions of the

reduced two-dimensional BVI's neax angular points of the meridian domain by appropriate

tensor product type singular vector-functions and apply the FEM on locally graded meshes for
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their treatment.

It should be noted that for the Poisson's equation, a careful study on error analysis for the

FFEM has been made cf. 7 8, 16, 17, 211). Particularly, Mercier/Raugel in 21] used a mixed

Lagrange interpolation and C16ment's [10] L2-projection operator of the Fourier coefficients to

obtain error estimates in which the discretization parameters h and N are not coupled. In this

Paper we employ the usual Lagrange interpolation of the Fourier coefficients into the finite-

element subspaces, but we require additional smoothness of the function of the right-hand side

of the differential equation with respect to the rotational angle �0, that is, for E (L2(f�))3, we

demand that additionally E (L2(!�))' holds. With these assumptions, the main result in this

paper obtained for piecewise linear triangular elements can be summarized by

-1 + h,601r' if > o
II < C(Ilfll(L2 (S�))3 + N11 a9�fo (L 2 (s�)) N-1 + h if < 0

where 60 is the minimum value of the singular exponents and n ( < r < ) denotes some real

grading parameter of the mesh near the corners.

This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 the BVP is considered and by

means of Partial Fourier analysis, the 2D BVPs in the plane meridian domain are obtain.

Some a priori estimates for the solutions are given and the asymptotic behavior of the solutions

near angular points of the domain Q,, is described by suitable singular functions. The descriptions

are based on the papers 23, 26].

In Section 3 the triangulation of the meridian domain and the Fourier-finite-element

subspaces with linear finite elements are introduced. In particular, graded local mesh refinements

near angular points of Q,, which generate edges and conical vertices on the axisymmetric domain

are considered. Descriptions of graded mesh refinement in plane domains can be found, e.g.,

in 3 4 16, 28]. Here we use the approach presented in 3, 16] to derive estimates of the error

of the Lagrange interpolation of the Fourier coefficients u,, = S, + W, (n = 0, 1, - , N) into

the finite-element subspaces, where s,,, and Wn represent the singular and regular parts Of Un,

respectively. The results obtained in 21] are fundamental for the estimates of the interpolation

error for the regular part. Error estimates for the singular part s axe obtained from direct

computation using their explicit representations as given in Section 2. Furthermore, estimates

of the error of the FFEM in the norm of W21 (!�))3 on triangulations with and without local

mesh grading are given. The main result presented in (1.1) is proved.

2 The BVP and analytical preliminaries

2.1 The BVP

Let !� C R 3 be a bounded simply connected open set with at least Lipschitz continuous and

piecewise twice continuously differentiable boundary f = O&� E COJ n pC2). Let fi denote

the displacement vector field, and let tj (fi) and &ij (fi) (i, j 1, 2, 3) denote the linearized
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strain and stress tensors, respectively, for an isotropic and homogeneous elastic body !�. For a

given volume force (L20))', we consider the homogeneous Derichlet problem for the Lam6

equations,

3 a&ij fi)E axj + 0 in (�, f1 = on P, i = 1 23. (2.1)
j=1

3Let (XI, X2, X3) denote the Cartesian coordinates of the point x E R Suppose that the domain

!� is axisymmetric with respect to the X3-axis, and that the set f2 Fo ro is the part of the

X3-axis contained in f2) is generated by rotation of a bounded plane meridian domain about

the X3-axis. Let aQ,, denote the boundary of and let r = ffl, \ Po. For simplicity of the

presentation of the finite-element approach we assume that is polygonal and that the angles

at the points of intersection r, n Po are not necessarily right angles, that is they may be conical

points of the boundary of

z z
ip"

Ca a

ro Qa Ze -----------

00 Ea

r r, r

Figure 21 Figure 22

Let r, V, Z (XI = r COS W, X2 r sin �p, X = Z) with o E (-7r, 7] denote the cylindrical coordi-

nates. Then the mappings C2 ]7o --+ Q = Qa (-7r, 7r] and t -4ra (-7r, 7r] are one-to-one.

For each function fl(x), x ! \ ro, some function u on Q, is uniquely defined by

u (r, o, z) f (r COS W, r sin �o, Z), (2.2)

' (X))T,and for any vector field ft (x = f I X), fZ2 (X), i3 x E ro, some vector field

U = (Ur (r, o, z), u. (r, �p , Z), Uz (,r, �0 Z)T, (,r, �o, z) Q is uniquely defined by

Ur = fil COS + fi2 sin o, U = -fil sin �p + i2 COS �0, Uz = L3. (2.3)

We consider some corner point E = r, z,) Er,,with the interior angle 00 and introduce in the

(r, z)-plane local polar coordinates (R, 0) with respect to E by r - r = R cos(O + Or), z-z =

R sin(O + 0). For a corner = z,) E r n o with interior angle Oo :� 7r/2 we introduce local
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polar coordinates (R, ) with respect to this point by r = R sin(O), z - z = -Rcos(O). The

rotation of E e ra about the X3-axis yields and axisymmetric edge on and the angular point

Ca is a conic point on t. In Qa some circular sector neighborhood Ga of the angular points Ea

and Ca, respectively, is defined by (see Figure 21 and Figure 22)

G : I(r, z) E Qa : < R < Ro, < < , Ga = Ga \,9Gai 9o Ga OGa \ F0, 24)

where aGa is the boundary of Ga. Let denote the 3D domain generated by rotation of Ga

about the X3-axis and 49d its boundary. Then G = Ga (-7r, 7] and 90G = 90Ga (-7r, 7r] are

the images of 6 and 9d in the (r, W, z)-system.

By 2.2) and 2-3) mappings W2k(f2\rO) __+ Xk (k = 0, 1, 2, W2 = L2), w2 (f� \ ro)) 31/2 W)

V(Q) and (W22 (f2 \ ]po))3 -+ Z(Q) are defined (see e.g. 22, 23, 24] for details), where the norms

11 - jXk 1 - V(Q) and - (Q) coincide with the usual ones in Cartesian coordinates.
1/ 2 (f2)'

The variational formulation of the 3D BVP 2.1) in cylindrical coordinates is given by: Find

U E VO(Q) := IV V(Q) : V1,90p = :

b(u, v) = (0,(U))TE (v)rdrd�odz fT vrdrdVdz f (v) for v E Vo(Q), (2-5)

where a(u) and -(u) denote the stress and the strain tensors, respectively, in the (,�Oz)-

system and f E (X1012 (q))3. The bilinear for b(-, -) from 2.5) is coercive in Vo(Q). Thus, the

Lax/Milgram lemma infers that problem 2.5) is well posed cf. 13, 14, 221).

2.2 Partial Fourier decomposition

For functions v E V(Q) partial Fourier series expansion with respect to the rotational angle �O

is employed using the orthogonal and complete system 11, sinWcos W'... sinnWcosn�o, - - - } in

L2 (-7r, -7r). Thus (cf. [5, 23, 24])

00
s

V, (r, W, Z = 1>rn(rz)cosn�o+v' (rz)sinnV),
n=O

00VW (r, �0' Z = E (Vs (rz)(-sinnV)+v',,(rz)cosn�o), (2.6)Wn W
n=0

Vz (r, W, Z = E(VS , (r, z) cos nV + v' (r, z) sin nW),

z zn
n=O
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with the Fourier coefficients defined as usual (cf. [5, 23, 24]). For the analysis of function

defined on we introduce the function spaces (see also 21, 15, 23, 241):

L2 (Qa) fW = W(r, Z) I IW12 drdz < cl,

L2,, (Qa) f W = W(r, Z) r, w E L2(Qa)j, X(Q,,) = L2,1/2(Q.),

W,1,2 Q") 09W aw
f w G L2,, (Qa) ar o9z Ei L2,,(Qll)}, a a real number

W 2 2 fWEW 2 a2W a2W 92W X A ) , (2.7)1;2 Qa) 1;2 A ) -j�r2 I �jZ I ��raZE

)T 112 3 1 - I
V'(Q,,) fW = WI, W2, W3 E(WI /2 Qa) r WI, r W2 E

W'(Qa) fW = (WI, W2, W3 )T E W 1,2 (Q.)3 r-1(W1 - W2), r1W3 E
12

Voa (t2 a) fw E V(Qa) w 0 auf

Wo, (f 2.) {W E Wa(Q.) w 0 auf rj.

These spaces are endowed with the norms:

aWI2 1/2Ir drdz
Da I

IIWI12 aw 2 + laW l12 1/2
11W11W,�,2 L

(Da) 2,.(Qa) + liar I L2,. (D.) 09Z L2,. (Da)

IWIW�2�2 .92W 2 + ii,92W ii2 + 21i a2W li2 1/2

2 (Q.) fli ar2 C(Qa) -j�Z2 X(Qa) 49raz xQ-)

IIWIIW2;2 2 + IIWI12 1/22 (Da) fIWI 2 (Q.) W,1;2 (Q.) (2.8)
W12; 2 2

WI 112 (Da) + II W2112 + IIWI12 11/2,IIWIIVa(Q.) fII- -o x X(Qa) 2r r (W1';2(Qa))3

"W"WONQa) 2 2(,Qa))3 + W2 )i12 + JJW3 112 1/2
(W11;2 11 r (WI X(na) r x(Qa) I

Using generalized completeness relationships norms Of functions defined on f2 can be represented

by norms of their Fourier coefficients on f2,,.

Lemma 21 ([23, 24]). Let u G V(Q) and let u' = (Us""U,""U,")T and u = Ua Ua U, Tn r �O Z n rn7 Wn, zn

(n G No = 0, 1, 2,- denote its Fourier coefficients. Then (use t = r, �o, z)

IIUtII2 S 112 + IjUa 112 s 112 + IjUa 112
xi/2(D) : 27rf Iluto A ) to (Qa)1+7r E (Ilutn X(Qa) tn X (Q.) ) < 00, 2 9)

n=I

S 0 11 2 IIUsoII2 + IIU(a S
IIUI12 27rjIIur 2 D.) + Z W 1,2 (Qa Po 11 2 2 D.) + -uro 2

V (Q) W11;2 1/2 W�1;2 X(Qa)

+ ll'Uao l12 00 2

+ 7r fIIU-.112
(W 1,2 -(Ue - nu

r V X (Q,,) n=1 eElsa} 1/2(,Qa))3 + rn �On) IIX(9a)

- Ue _ Ue 112 21 e'_' 11 2
+ 11 1 (n rn wn) +n UZ x < 00, (2.10)

r X(Qa) lir (Q,,)

where EeE(sa} means summation over s and a.
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Remark 21 (cf. 16]). If the function v(r, �o, z) and only some of its derivatives belong to

0 then corresponding completeness relations of the type 2.9) hold. For example, let
XI/201

a1v E X 2A (1 0, 1), thena VT 1/

00

IIVI12 0 0112 2)11IVs 112 (�2'�) + IlVa 1122irIIv' X(Q.) +71 E (I +n n X n X
xi/2(n) '9�0 X0 (Q.) < o. 211)

1/ 2 n=1

Hereafter the notation u will always mean that some relation holds for u as well as for a.

The solution u E Vo(Q) of the three-dimensional variational problem 2.5) can be represented

by partial Fourier series according to relation 2.6) with Fourier coefficients u being solutions

of an infinite sequence of decoupled two-dimensional variational problems on a-

Lemma 22 (cf. 23, 24]). The junctionals b(u, v) and f (v) from 2.5) admit the representa-

tion

b(uv = 2-7rfbo(u',v')+bo(u',Va)1+7rEIbn(u',V')+bn (Ua, Va) 1, (2.12)0 0 0 0 n n n n
n=1

00
,)I+ .7r Elf,(V,) + fn,(Va)j'

f (v) = 2 -7r I fo (v') + fo (V 0 n n0
n=1

b Ve) = (En, Un,))T a'e (v` ) rdrdz, (2.13)n (Un n n n
jn�

e( e) fe T e
fn n = fn a vnrdrdz, (2.14)

where Ce (Ue ) and One (Ue ) denote the Fourier coefficients of the nearized strain tensor E(u) andn n n

stress tensor a(u), respectively.

Theorem 21 (cf. 23, 241). Let u E V(Q) be the unique solution of the D BVP 2.5) with

If Ue and fne, n c- No, are the Fourier coefficients of u and f according to 2.6),(XO 2 A)" n

then Ue are the unique solutions of the following variational equations in Qa:n

Ue (Ue' W) = foe (W) for E a (Q.),n = 0 find 0 E Vo(Pa) bo 0 0 (2.15)

n E N: find UenEWoa(Qa): bn(Unw)=fne(W) for WEWoa(Qa)- (2.16)

Moreover, the solutions Ue satisfy the a priori estimatesn

II Ue 112 C1IIfeII2 Ilue 112 C2 11 fne 11 2Va (Q.))3, n E N, (2.17)0 (X n WOa (X
A) ' A) '

HU e ii2 C3 I 11 Ue 112 2(n.))3 + n 2 11 1 Ue 112 C4 11 fn, 11 2n WOa n n (X (XA) W�1; 2 r (f2a))3 I < (na))3, n > 2.

(2.18)

2.3 Domains with reentrant edges

It is well known that the solution u E Vo (Q) of the BVP (2-5) exhibits singularities near reentrant

edges of the domain Q (cf. 12, 13, 14, 271) and that the knowledge of the singularity functions
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can be used to improved the rate of convergence of numerical methods which approximate u

(cf. 4 12, 16, 17]). In this section we consider axisymmetric domains f� with reentrant edges

and describe the asymptotic behavior of the Fourier coefficients u near the angular points of

the meridian domain that generate on rotation the edges on f2. Since the regularity problem

is a local one, we suppose for simplicity that the axisymmetric domain f2 has only one reentrant

edge, that is the meridian domain has only one reentrant corner with vertex E E IF,, and

angle 7 < 00 < 27r. In 23] the asymptotic behavior of the Fourier coefficients u, solutions

of 2.15), 216) near the corner E is described by means of singular vector-functions which

involve a smooth cut-off function 7 = 7(r, z = �(R) (R from 2.4)),

(R) I if <R<RO13 - E COO [0, oo) (2.19)
0 if R > 2Ro/3

For any real number a, let AP, (0) ( < < from 2.4)) denote the vector field, see e.g. 13, 14]

XP,�, (0 = q.r (0), F"(O))T with (2.20)

T,,(O = AsinaO+Bcos(a-2)0-Csin(a-2)0-BcosaO,

11f,,(O = CosaO-DsinceO-Ccos(a-2)0-Bsin(a-2)0.

The constants A, B, C and D depend only on the number a and the angle 00. Then the regularity

of the solutions ue of 2.15), 2.16) can be described a follows.

Theorem 2.2 (cf. 23]). For f E X 2 Q))3 let u E Vo(Q) be the solution of the BVP 2.5).i/
Let e and fn (n G No) denote the Fourier coefficients of u and f, respectively. Suppose thatn

the corner Ea G l7a with nterior angle 00 is reentrant, i.e. satisfies < < Then00 2

there exist real constants cnea and c' such that the solutions e can be split in the formn n

e = w e+ e 8e 1: c' c, R' IF , (0),Urn rn rn7 rn n
a<1

e = W e+ se se Ce R-Ta,(0)7 (2.21)Uzn zn znl zn E na
Q<1

e = UY e+ se, se e R13 sin(,80), (2.22)
UWn �On �On 7 wn 77cn

e 2 2 3 eW E (W�Vf2a)) JIWe J(W2,2(Q.)p + 1: IC I + ICeI CIIfejI(X(Q.))3. (2.23)n 1/2 n
a<1

The functions Tar and IF,,z are taken from 2.20) and the sum over a is for those values of real

a < solutions of

sin 2aOo = (A+ a 2 sin 2 oo. (2.24)
(A + 3p)2

Remark 22. (i) Equation 2.24) has no real roots in the strip < Re.a < I if 0 < r and has

two distinct real roots in the same strip if 00 > (cf. 13, 141).

(ii) The solutions Ue (n E NO) have the property u E 2 2 3 if Qa is convex.n n W;;2 41))

(iii) If ne reentrant corners are present on 1'a, then the singular parts in 2.21) - 2.23) are to

be replaced by sums of singular parts corresponding to the n, corners.
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2.4 Domains with conical points

It has been shown that the solution u E V(Q) of the BVP 2-5) entails singularities near conical

points of the domain Q and that the space of the singularity functions is finite dimensional

(cf. 6 8, 19]). This fact implies that the regularity of only a finite number of the Fourier

coefficients u of u can be affected by the presence of a conical point on the boundary of Q. Forn

an efficient implementation of the Fourier-finite-element method for the numerical approximation

of u, it is important to describe explicitly the behavior of the Fourier coefficients near conical

points of the boundary. In the paper 26] it is shown that for f E Xi'12A)" only the Fourier

coefficients u and u can exhibit singularities near conical points. In order to describe this0 1
behavior we consider a corner with vertex C E P nro and angle < < r, 00 =,4 r/2. For

any real number a and angle E (0, Oo), let the 3 x 3 matrix Mn (an, 0) be defined such that

the columns are given by

(a 1 n 0P-` - (an + 1 - n) cot OP,-'n+ SI Qn+1 n

n sin-, opn n+1

-(an + n)P,-,,nn

-2nsin- 1 op-n
an+1

-1 op-n _n
-2(an + 1) sin an+, + 2(an + 1 - n) cot OP-n

0

a - 2 0) Cot op"-n -nn + 1) (2an + 1) sin n (an + n + 1) COS 0 cot OP"'n +1

-ncotO _nPn 7

2 0((2an + 1) COS (3 - 4v))P,,nn - (an + n + 1) COS OP,,,n+l

where P,,-n(O) denote the Legendre functions of the first kind (cf. (1]). Suppose for simplicity

that the domain Q has only one conical point C,, and no reentrant edges. Then the form of the

Fourier coefficients u' can be described as follows:n

Theorem 2.3 (cf. 26]). Let u E Vo(Q) be the solution of the three-dimensional B VP (2.5) with

(9))3. Let u' and fn (n E No) denote the Fourier coefficients of u and f, respectively.f E Xo 2 n1/

Suppose that the angle 00 at the vertex Ca =- ro satisfies 7r/2 < 00 < 7r. For each n E No, let

an, (1 = 1, 2, - - -) denote the positive real roots of the equation

de t Mn (an, 00) = 0 (2.25)

and let the function Un (an,, 0) be defined by

a

Un (an, 0) = Mn (an, 0) b (2.26)

C

where the vector (a, b, C)T is a non-trivial solution of the equation

a

Mn (an, Oo) b 0- (2.27)

c

9



(a) For any 00 C (0, ) the Fourier coefficients u', n > 2 satisfy the relationsn -

u e E ( 2 2 3 11111P_II(W2,2 ))3 '5 M0jIfn'II(X(Q�))3, n = 2, 3,- (2.28)n W�;2(Qa)) , 1/2(Qa

(b) If an > 12, n = , 1, then the coefficients u', n 0, 1, also sat'sfy elation 228) Ifn Z

an < 12, n = , 1, then there exist real constants ye (n 0, 1) such that for the coefficients e0

and u the following splitting holds:

e = e se, e In we 22 3
Un Wn n Sn q(R)-y,,R Un(cenO), n E W;2 (Qa)) (2.29)

I-Y, I + 1e
n nll(,,2,2(q,))3 M1jjfneII(X(Q.))3 for n = , 1. (2.30)

1/2

3 The Fourier-finite-element method and error estimates

3.1 Graded refined meshes

The plane meridian domain f2a is partitioned into a set of shape regular and admissible triangular

elements Th = TI, h E (0, ho] (ho < ) in such a way that the usual assumptions are satisfied

(cf. [5 9 20, 30]). Furthermore, we introduce near singular points Ea of the domain na which

are associated with singularities of the Fourier coefficients u local mesh grading by means of a

grading parameter < < a grading function Rj and a step size hj as follows:

Rj 2/3Ro (jh) ' = - J), hi = Ri, hj = Rj - Rj-i (j = 2, .. J), (3. 1

where J [h-1] is the integer part of h-' and Ro is from 2.4). Thus the mesh grading is located

within the neighborhood of the vertex Ea. The grading parameter r. would be chosen in

relation to the singular exponents, see Theorems 22 and 23. Using the relationships in 3.1)

the following assertions can easily be verified.

Lemma 3.1. For h, hj, Rj and < < the following relations hold:

1 i
ChR'- < h < C2hR'-" C3 Rj1 < hj C4 Rj- j 1, -, J, (3.2)j - 3 - j

hj-i hj c5hj-,, Rj-i Rj C6Rj-1- (3.3)

Let RT denote the distance of T from E,,, i.e. RT = dist(T, E,,) infPET E, - PI. Then

near the vertex Ea Of Qa the triangulation Th is further refined such that hT = diam. T depends

on RT according to the following assumption.

Assumption 31. The triangulation Th is refined locally by means of the grading parameter

0 < < such that the following assumptions hold:

pjh11r-<hT<p-1h11' for TETh:RT=O,1

P2hR�7K<hT<p-1h '-K for TETh:O<RT<Rj, (3.4)2 R4�
P3h<hT<p-lh for TETh:Rj<RT,3

with some constants pj, 0 < pj 1 (j = 1, 2, 3) and Rj from 3. 1).
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We note that if = then there is no actual refinement and the mesh is shape regular.

Owing to Assumption 31 and Lemma 31 the asymptotic behavior of the parameter hT near

the vertex E is determined by the relations
_11hj for T G Th R3_1 RT < 3

c1hj < hT < C j),

C2 < hT < C2'h for T E Th Rj RT, < c < 1 (i 1 2. (3.5)

For error analysis, we distinguish the following subsets of the triangulation Th contained in G.

Dih IT Th R�_j RT < Rij, i = 2,. . , J,

D1h IT E h < RT < Rill Dh = Uj Ah- (3.6)

Clearly Dh C 0 and the sets Dih (i = 1, - - J) are pairwise disjoint. Let nj denote the total

number of triangles T with the property T E Djh, i E 1, 2,. JJ, then the relation

nj C, i = - - - J (3.7)

can be verified (cf. 17]), where the constant C does not dependent on h.

3.2 The Fourier-Galerkin approximation

Let R' and R' denote the 3 x 3-diagonal matrices given byn n

R' = diag[cosn�o,-sihnwcosn�o]; R' = diag[sinn�ocosn�psinn�ol- (3.8)n n

Let u E Vo(Q) be the solution of the three-dimensional BVP 2.5). Then the function UN defined

by the truncated Fourier series

N

UN = E(R'u + WU') for N > 0 (3.9)
n=O

is called the Fourier approximation of U.

The undetermined 2N + 2 Fourier coefficients u' and u' from 3.9) are solutions of the two-

dimensional BVPs 2.15), 2.16) for n = 0, 1, , N and will be approximated by means of the

finite-element method. We introduce the finite-element subspaces by

Rh jVh (r, Z) Vh E CA) : Vh IT E PI (T) for any T E Th, Vh= 0 on P"J,
a

Vh fVh = (Uh(rZ),Vh(r, Z),Wh(rZ)) UhVhWh G Rh7Uh = Vh = 0 on ro}, 310)

a
Uh jVh = (Uh(r, Z), Vh (r, Z), Wh(r, z)) Uhl Vh) Wh E Rhi Uh = Vh, Wh = 0 on ]oll

a
Th jVh = (Uh (r, Z), Vh (r, Z), Wh (r, z)) Uh, Vh 7 Wh G Rh 7 Uh = Vh = Wh = 0 on ]O

The Fourier-finite-element subspace VhN is defined by

N
Va

VhN jVhN VhN (Rn'Vnh + R'n nh), Vh G Vh Vh C Uh, Vnh E Wha 2 < n < NJ,
n=O



where R' and R' are from 38). The symbol P(T) in 310) stands for the space of alln n

polynomials of degree < I on T. It is easy to see that the relations Vha C VOa (Q.), Uha C Woa(Qa),

Wh C Wo(Qa) and VhN Vo(Q) hold.

The Fourier-Galerkin approximation of the solution u G Vo(Q) of the 3D BVP 25) is ob-

tained as follows: Find UhN = (UrhN (r, �o, z), uphN (r, �0, Z), UzhN (r, �0, Z)) E VhN such that

b(UhN, V) = f M for all V VhN, (3.11)

where the functionals b, -) and f ) are from 2.5). The Lax/Milgram and Cea's lemmas infer

the existence of a unique solution Uhn G VhN that satisfies the a priori estimate

11U - UhNJJV (3.12)

0 (q < inf 11U - WhNIIV(Q)-
WhNE VhN

The Slution UhN of 3.11) admits the decomposition

N
Ua

UhN =E(Rn'Unh + Rn' nh) (3.13)

n=O

with the coefficients uh and Ua nh being the unique solutions of the variational alerkin) equa-

tions:

n = find U'Oh G Vh bo (UO'h, W) = fO'(W) for w E Vha,

n = I find u'lh E Uh b, WM, W = fl'(W) for w E Uh, (3.14)

2<n<N: find unhEWh:bn(UnhW) = fn(W) for wEWh,

where the bilinear and linear forms bnk -) and fn(.), respectively, are from 2.14).

For proving convergence UhN 4 u (h 4 , N - co) of the Fourier-finite-element ap-

proximation we need to define an appropriate projection operator of the space V(Q) into the

Fourier-finite-element subspace VhN-

3.3 Recursion formula for the element stiffness matrix

The computational advantage of this method over the full 3D problem lies in the fact that the

stiffness matrices for the approximation of the Fourier coefficients u ( < n < N) can ben

computed recursively. Let T E Th, then for any n, < n < N, the element stiffness matrix A n)T

corresponding to the Galerkin equation (cf. 314))

bn (Unh, W = fn(W)

can be written in the form

(n) f (Dn LO) TE(DnW)rdrdz,
T

1 2



where the differential operator D, the elasticity matrix E and the matrix of shape functions

Lo are given by (we will use block matrices with the dimensions of the various blocks indicated

below it)

D7r 0 0

1 - n 0

r r a Dil nD12 D13

0 0 8z [4xlj [4xl] [4xl]
D, a 49

Yz- 0 Tr nD21 D22 nD23
n 0 [2xl] [2xlj [2xl]
T F r

0 naz r

V V V 0 0 0

0 0 0
Ell 0

E E V V 1 - V 0 0 0 [4x4] [4x2]

(1 + v)(1 - 2v) 0 0 0 V 0 0 0 E22

0 0 0 O V 0 [2X4] [2x2]
2

0 0 0 0 O I V2

A;T oT oT
WI W2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 [3xlj [3xl] [3xl]

T C
0 0 0 Wl L02 03 0 0 0 0 JT OT

13xIj (3xil [3xll

0 0 0 0 0 0 WI W2 3 oT oT c;T

[3xl] [3xi] [3xl]

with JT (WI, W2, W3 )T. Now the product DnW can be represented in the form

ctil nce12 a13
CXn Dnw [4x3] [4x3] [4x3]

nCt2l Ct22 na23
[2X3] [2x3] [2x3l

where aij = D jCVT. We observe that the following relationship holds.

A (n) aTEctrdrdz
T fT

Al +n2A2 nA3 A4 + n 2A5

nA T A6 + n 2A7 nA8 So + nSI + n 2 S2,3

AT+ n2AT nA T Ag + n 2Alo
4 5 8

where the 3 x 3-matrices Ai i = 1, 2, - , 10, are defined as follows:

Al a TEllallrdrdz, A2 = f aT E22C121rdrdz11 21
fT T

A (CtT Elial2rdrdz + aT E22Ct22)rdrdz, A4 = f OIT EllCkl3rdrdz3 11 21 11
fT T

A5 = a TE22Ct23rdrdz, A6 = f CtT E22Ct22rdrdz21 22
fT T

CtT = f (CtT CtT

T T
A7 12EllCtl2rdrdz, A8 12EIlCtl3,rdrdz + 22E22a23)rdrdz

Ag a TEllQl3rdrdz, Alo aTE22a23rdrdz
fT 13 fT 23

13



Thus, the element stiffness matrix A n) for any arbitrary Fourier coefficient u is determinedT n

from the fixed matrices Ai, i = 1 2 - .. , 10, which need to computed only once.

3.4 Estimates of the interpolation error

We define a projection rhN VA -� VhN such that for u E Vo(Q)

N
rhNU = E(R'rhU + RrhU') with rhU = IhS' + HhW', < n < N (3.15)

n n n n n n n
n=O

In 3.15) the symbol rlh denotes the usual Lagrange interpolation operator (cf. [5 9 20, 21, 30])

and u = Se we corresponds to the splitting of the Fourier coefficients in singular and regularn n n

parts according to Theorem 22 and Theorem 23.

The Lagrange interpolation operator rIh : C(na) --+ Rh (Rh from 3.10) and h C ho],

ho < ) is defined (see also 9, 20]) such that for each E 00a), HOP E Rh and rIhv(Q = V)(Q)

for each node Q of the triangulation Th. The local interpolation operator IIT C(T) --+ P1(T)

is given by IITO = IhOIT-

Lemma 32. Let the triangulation Th satisfy Assumption 31 with < < Then there exist

constants C > independent of h and v such that for any v E Rh the following estimates hold:

liv - 1hVJJWJ�;2(0.) < ChlIvIlW2,2(S�.) fr V G W 1,2 2 2n.), (3.16)
2 1/2 /2 (Q.) n W;;2

11r-1( - IhV)11X(fl.) ChJJvJJW2;2(n.) fr v E L2,-1/2(Q.) n 2 2 (3.17)
2 W�;2 A) 

Proof: The proof of this lemma can be taken from Mercier/Raugel 2 1, Proposition6. 1]. M

Let us consider the interpolation error Sen - HhS' of the singular vector-functionsn

S'n = Srn(rZ)'Se n(rz),Sen(r, Z))T (cf. Theorem 22 and Theorem 23). Obviously, theseW
functions are continuous and their interpolates are well defined. Since Se (r, z) vanishes forn

R > 2/3RO, it suffices to study the error sn' - rIhSn' within Oa-

Lemma 33. Let the triangulation Th ( < h < ho < 1) satisfy Assumption 31 with < < .

Then there exist constants C > independent of h and n such that

I (Se < C11fne112 00o/r, if 0 < < 
11r- n - rIhSn')ll'(X(G.))3 (Q.))3 - (3.18)

(X h2 if < r. <,60

, <
e Se 112 < C11fne112 h2,lo/,, if 0 < r

11Sn - Ilh n W11;2 (G.))3 (X(Qa ))3 h2 - (3.19)
2 f if < r. <,60

where 0 is the minimum value of the singular exponents (cf. Theorem 22 and Theorem 2)

and < r. < is the grading parameter (cf. 3.1))

Proof We have

Ilse 112 112 e SeI2(W'1; 2 HS' IIhS' (G.))3 +is (3.20)IIhSe 2(G.))3 T, n (X n 11h n WI,2(G.))31
1/2

Ise SeI2 Ise 12 se 12
n rIh n W,1;2 (G.))3 'M rIhS'n W�,2 (Ga) + I Sep, - Ilh Wn W 1,2 (Ga)

2 1/2 1/2

+ Ise IIhSZ. 12 (3.21)
zn W11;2

2(Ga)'
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We consider the error 18en - rhSenI'W, and suppose that G is a neighborhood of a corner
,�,(G.)

with vertex E E r with dist(E, T'O > 0, that is the singular function Se has the form

Se (r, z) Cern R' qfar (0)n

a<1

According to 3-6) the global error ISr'n - rIhS',I' '(G.) can be represented as follows:
W,;

e Se 12 e 12 e Se 12
ISM Hh rn W1,2 (G.) Ism HTSr'n W1,2 (T) + Srn HT rn 2(T)' (3,22)

1/2 TEDIh 1/2 i=2 TGDih W11;2

I I (1 1, 2) are given by
In local polar coordinates R, 0 (cf. 24)) the semi-norms VW,,2 (T)

/2

IV12 f 1 1 V 12 2
W11;2 T II aV 12 + JR sinOdRdO (3.23)

- T2 2 (T) aR ao

IV12 92 2 92V a 2 1 2V q 2 2
+ 21 2 v I + 1 jp- j�0-2 + - VI I R sin OdRdO.

2,2 (T) R aRaO ao R aR

We consider from 3.22) the set D1h which contains also triangles which have the point E,, as a

vertex, and thus V W 22 1;2(T). For T G D1h we employ the estimate

e 12 12 Se 12
is n - IIhS'n W1,2 (T) ISren 2 1,2 (3.24)r r 1/2 W115(T) + Irlh rn W 1/2(T)'

Taking account of 3.23) and the explicit representation Of S'rn and HTSr' the norm on the

right-hand side of 3.24) can be estimated by (see 23] for more details)

e 12 Se. 12 e 2 2a+1
Ism W� 2 (T) + IrIT . W1,2 (T) < C E Ican I h (3.25)

1;2 1/2 a<1

I.eFor triangles T E Dh \ D1h which do not have E,, as a vertex, the semi-norm rnIW2;2 (T) s
2

bounded and the classical local interpolation error estimate holds, i.e.

- HTS e 12 2 < Ch 2Isen 122 for Se" E W2,2 (3.26)r T r W2; rIsen rn W�1; 2 (T) 2 (T) 1/2 (T).

The norm Se n 12 2 with T E Dih, 3 . = 2,. J, can be estimated by
r 2;2(T)W1

Ce 2 e 2 2 2a-3 e 12 2 T3.< C T a TanR-XFr(0) W12;2 - E Icani h inf R < C E IC n h Ma (3.27)
a<1 2 (T) a<1 ((rz)ET a<1 _

Now taking into account relations (3.25), 3.26), (3.27) and 3.1) - (3.7) we get by summing up

all triangles T G Djh (j = 1, J) the estimates

e Se 12 e 2 2a,+118 n - rIT rn 2 IC n h I + j ' -3(j_ 1) 2a-3r W,1;2(G,) < C a K K

a<1 j=2

< Cy: I Ce,n 12 h2,/, for ao < r. < (3.28)

a<1 h2 for < . < a

15



For getting the inequality 3.28) we made used of the estimates J < Ch' and

2a+1 J, for c < <3 < c 2a+1i 2 for < < ej=1

Similar estimates as above can be established for the other terms in the right-hand side of rela-

tions 3.20) and 3.21). Using relation 2.23) we get finally the assertion 3.19). Relation 3.18)

can be proved by analogy.

3.5 Error estimates in W20)

We investigate subsequently estimates of the error U - UhN generated by replacing the exact

solution u of the three-dimensional BVP 2.5) by its Fourier-finite-element approximation UhN

given by (3.11). Let us consider first the error U - UN due to the Fourier approximation.

Theorem 31. Let u E Vo(Q) be the solution of the BVP 2.5) with f E X 2 Q))3 and let UNI/
be its Fourier approximation defined by 3.9). Then there exists a constant C > independent

of N > , u and f such that

IJU - UNJIV(Q) CN-'jIf I(Xo Q3, (3.29)
1/2

Proof. It follows immediately from the completeness relation 2.10) and the a priori estimate

(2.18) the relations

2 cc 2 2111 e112
IJU - UNJIV,(Q) C Ilunll (W 1,2(Q.))3 + n Un (X(q.))3

1/2",=N+l eEfsa}

-2 2 1 lue 112 2111 e112 -211f II XO< CN n n 2 ))3 + n -Un (X(Q. 31 CN
n=N+l eEf sa} Wil; 2 (PI' r

Theorem 3.2. Let u E Vo(Q) be the solution of the VP 2.5) with f E X 2 q))3 and let1/
UhN E VhN be its Fourier-finite-element approximation given by 3.11). Suppose that X/19W E
(XO1/2(Q))' and that the triangulation Th satisfies Assumption 31. Then there exists a constant

C > independent of h, N > and f such that

IIU - UhNIIV(Q) < C(N-1 +,3(h, )) (11f II(X1012 (Q))3 + �j �J(Xo (Q)) 3 (3.30)
(9W 1/2

with

0(h, r.) hOO/K for �3 < < 
h for < < 0

Proof. The a priori estimate 3.12) and the triangle inequality give

IJU - UhNIIV(Q) IIU - UNJIV(f2) + UN - rhNUIIV(Q). (3.31)

16



Using the completeness relation 2.10), Lemma 32, Lemma 33 and Remark 21 we get
U112 r JhU'o) + - V V �I2

JIUN - rhN C M - 11 ( - lhuo)
Vo m) r X r X(Q�)

N 112 2I�i 1 2 I

+ 1: 1 Jn-rIhUn 1,2 Q.))3 + n - (Uen - rIhUne
n=O eE I sa) (WI/2 r (X

1�2 11 1 (Wa Wao) 2
(W.' - lhWr�'o) + Vo - rIh

r X(Qa)

112 2 e+ n n n11w' - rIhWn 2(f2a))' II- ( w rlhW')
n=OeE{sa} W�1;2 r (X

��2 (".) + (,a. _ Eh Sao)
+ C (S'. Nh Sro) W V

r r X Ir IIX(.Q�)

N 1 2
+ J11Se 112 2 1 _ (S,

n - IhSn' 2(SJ.))3 + n n rIhSne.
n=O eEfsa) W11;2 r )II(X(PaV� 1)

• C'62 2) 11 fne 1 2(h, + n (X(Q� ))3

n=O eE(sa}

• C'62 (11f 112 2(h, K) 0 (Q))3 + - (3.32)
(XI/2 11 & (X1/2 (g))3).

Theorem 32 follows finally from Theorem 31 and relations 3.31), 332).

Remark 3 1. The additional smoothness assumption on the function f in Theorem 32, '. e. the

condition &149�p E Xo 1/ (Q))3, is only needed to uncouple the discretization parameters h and

N as in 3.30). One could also employ the method introduce by Mercier/Raugel 21], in which

a mixed projection combining the usual Lagrange interpolation operator rIh and Clement's [10]

L2-projection operator is used for the approximation of the Fourier Coefficients u'. In this

case the additional smoothness requirement on f is not necessary to achieve the same order of

convergence.
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